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I. Background Subtraction
Background is noise in an image that can affect signal quantification. Background must
be subtracted to accurately calculate signal from the shape(s) of interest, especially if
background values vary throughout an image. The best method for background
correction depends on the image and its background consistency.
Image Studio™ Software provides a variety of background subtraction methods to
address numerous conditions found in wide ranging biological imaging applications.

General Overview of Image Studio Software Background
Correction
Background consistency in an image will
generally fall into one of three categories:
1. Background around shapes in an image
can be nearly uniform (A in Figure 1).
2. Background around shapes can be
different around each shape (C in Figure
1).
3. Background around shapes in a lane can
vary within the lane (B in Figure 1).
Figure 1. Many forms of background can be
seen in these images. A) Brightness from the
autofluorescent background is fairly constant. B)
Smearing between bands in a marker lane. C)
Different background around shapes.

Image Studio™ Software provides these background correction methods to accurately
calculate background for each of the three scenarios above:
1. User-Defined: If background varies little throughout an image, one or more shapes
can be placed on the background of the image and assigned to represent background
for each shape. For add-on Plate or Grid analysis types (available with the Grid
Analysis Key), wells or spots can be assigned as user-defined background shapes.
2. Average or Median: If background varies widely between shapes, Average or
Median can be used to subtract background around each shape.
3. Lane (available with the Western, MPX™ Western, and DNA Gel analysis types):
The Image Studio Lane method corrects for background in lanes with many close
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together bands and lanes with smearing between bands. See Lane Background Method
on page 20 for more detail about how Lane background works. Lane can be confused
with the Rolling ball method from ImageJ, but the two methods are very different (the
Lane Method vs. Rolling Ball from ImageJ section on page 22 provides a comparison of
Rolling ball and Lane).

Note: Background subtraction in Image Studio Software does not affect the
appearance of an image. See the Display Panel topic in the
Image Studio™ Software Help for how to adjust image display.

Where to go from here:
l

For a quick introduction and comparison of background methods, see the Choosing a
Background Method section on page 9. Examples are also provided.

l

For a detailed description of the standard background subtraction methods available
with all versions of Image Studio™ Software (Average, Median, and User-Defined),
see Standard Background Subtraction Methods on page 14.

l

For a detailed description of background subtraction methods available with add-on
analysis keys (Plate, Plate Array, Grid, Grid Array, In-Cell Western™ Assay, and
Small Animal Image), see Background Subtraction In Add-On Analysis Types section
on page 19.
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Important Definitions
The following definitions for Image Studio™ Software terminology are referenced in this
document:
l

Area: Total number of pixels enclosed by a shape.

l

Bkgnd: Value designated for background subtraction. In most cases, this is the
average or median pixel intensity of pixels in the region chosen as background. Lane
background uses a different value.

l

Pixel Intensity: Number representing the brightness level of a pixel. Although the
overall brightness of an image can be adjusted, the relationship between individual
pixel intensities remains the same. A region of interest is comprised of an area with a
high average pixel intensity.

l

Signal: Sum of the pixel intensity values (Total) for a shape minus the product of the
Bkgnd and the Area. Signal = Total - (Bkgnd x Area). The Bkgnd is multiplied by the
Area to correct the Bkgnd value for the size of the shape being quantified, so the size
of the shape does not need to be the same for each feature in an image.

l

Total: Sum of the individual pixel intensities in an enclosed shape.

l

Trim Bkgnd: The average intensity of pixels defined as background with the highest
5% and lowest 5% of pixels discarded.

l

Trim Mean: Sum of individual pixel intensities enclosed by a shape divided by the total
number of pixels in the shape with the highest 5% and lowest 5% of pixels discarded.

l

Trim Signal: The quantity of the difference between the mean pixel intensity values in
a shape (Trim Mean) and the Trim Bkgnd multiplied by the Area. Trim Signal =
(Trim Mean- Trim Bkgnd) x Area. The pixel count from the highest 5% of pixels and
the lowest 5% of pixels is subtracted from the Area.

Changing the Background Method
How to Change the Background Method
To change the background method, use the Set Background Type list
Analysis tab (see Figure 2).

located in the

When an add-on application is in use, the application specific background methods will
be located in the Analysis tab specific to that analysis (see Figure 3).
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Figure 2. If no add-on applications are in use, change the background method using the Set
Background Type list in the Analysis tab.

Figure 3. When an add-on application is in use, the background method must be changed in the
add-on application specific Analysis tab.

Background Automatically Recalculated After Method Change
After changing the background method, all existing features and shapes in the current
image are automatically quantified again. New shapes added to the image will be
quantified using the new background method.
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Trim Background and Trim Signal
Important: Saturated pixels may lead to unreliable quantification results. A small
amount of saturation in a shape can be disregarded, but too much saturation
means the blot should be imaged again (for an Odyssey® Imaging System, image
again at a lower scan intensity).

Trim Background (Trim Bkgnd) and Trim Signal are used
to remove outlier pixels - pixels that are very dark or very bright - from calculations. This is
useful if a shape contains saturated pixels (denoted in blue when the image is viewed in
grayscale, see ).
Trim Signal and Trim Background will remove saturated pixels from calculations, as
long as 5% or fewer pixels within a shape are saturated. If 5% or greater of pixels in a
shape are saturated, the Trim Signal value will display Infinity in the Signal or Trim
Signal column of the Shapes table.
To view Trim Bkgnd or Trim Signal values, add the Trim Bkgnd or Trim Signal
column to a table (add columns using the Columns
button above and to the right of
the table view).
Trim Signal cannot be used when the Image Studio Lane background method is
chosen.

II. Choosing a Background Method
The following section will present guidelines for choosing a background method, but it
cannot cover all circumstances. Care should be taken in every analysis to select and
optimize the most suitable background method.

Note: Changing the background method will change the quantification values.
When analyzing repetitions of the same assay, choose one background method to
use each time repetitions of the same assay are analyzed.

The Small Animal Image application (see page 32) and In-Cell Western™ application (see
page 27) are designed for specific applications and are discussed in their respective
sections.
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Recommended Methods for Analyzing Blots and Gels
Use the following tables as a quick reference for which background method to use when
analyzing blots or gels. Background methods available with Image Studio Software
(Average, Median, and User-Defined) and the Lane background method (available with
the Western Analysis Key) can be used for similar applications, so examples have been
provided for extra guidance on which method to use.

Standard Methods (Average, Median, and User-Defined)
Background Options for Analyzing Blots and Gels
(available without additional keys)
Method

Best Use Cases
l

Local
Methods
(Average
or Median)
l

l

l

UserDefined

If only a few shapes l
need to be quantified,
adding the shapes
individually and using
local background
methods can work well.

Method
Comparison

If shapes are in a lane
containing many
nonspecific bands and
the background is
uniform around the
shapes, local methods
may produce better
Choose Median instead results than the Image
of Average to reduce
Studio Lane method.
the impact of outlier
pixel intensities in the
background.

Background must be l
fairly uniform
throughout an image.
Use when Image Studio
Lane is not available
and closely-spaced
shapes will make it
difficult to use local l
methods without having
background border
overlap shapes.

Background Calculation
l

l
Use when the
background is uniform
throughout the image
and bands are so close
the background border
from local methods might
overlap a band.

Background is often not
uniform enough for UserDefined to accurately
represent background for
every shape in an image.

The Average or Median background
method computes the average or median
intensity of pixels in a border around a
shape and subtracts that background from
the shape. The width and position of the
border can be adjusted.

The User-Defined background method
finds the average pixel intensity within a
shape or shapes placed by the user to
calculate background. When multiple
shapes are used, the average pixel
intensity in each will be averaged together
to find the background.
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Image Studio Lane Background (Western Analysis Key)
The Image Studio Lane background method, available with the Western, MPX™
Western, and DNA Gel analysis types, subtracts background from shapes in a lane
based on a profile of pixel intensity throughout the lane. The table below provides a basic
overview of the Lane method (see Lane Background Method on page 20 for further
details about how Lane background works).

Background Options for Analyzing Blots and Gels
(requires the Western Analysis Key)
Method

Best Use Cases
l

l

Lane
l

l
When Western,
MPX™ Western, or
DNA Gel applications
are in use

If there are many
shapes and the shapes
are close together

Method Comparison
l
Could be better than local
methods in cases where
background shapes from local
methods might overlap other
shapes or there is smearing in a
lane

Background
Calculation
Background is calculated by
drawing a linear connection
between areas of minimum
brightness between shapes in a
lane and subtracting the noise
beneath these lines

In lanes with smearing
between bands

Examples
The table below shows example images and explains which background method is
recommended for each. The recommended method is also compared to other methods.
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Example

Recommended Method
Median
Local background methods are
appropriate, since only a few, widely
spaced shapes need to be quantified.
Use Median to reduce the impact of
spurious bright pixels around the
shapes (see arrows).

Other Methods
Average
Average may be skewed by outlier bright
pixels surrounding the shapes.

User-Defined
The highly variable background means
User-Defined is not the best choice.

Lane
The Image Studio Lane method will
work, if available.

Median or Average
The background does not contain
spurious bright pixels, so Average or
Median may be used. Be careful that
the background border does not
overlap a nearby shape (see Standard
Background Subtraction Methods on
page 14 for how to adjust the
background border).

User-Defined
The uniform background means UserDefined may be employed. However,
local methods are preferable, because
they sample background directly
surrounding shapes.

Lane
The Image Studio Lane method will
work, if available.

User-Defined

Average or Median

Closely-spaced shapes might make it
The background border from local
difficult to keep the background border methods could overlap another shape.
from local background methods from
overlapping an adjacent shape. The
uniform background means the UserDefined method can be a solution.

Lane
The Image Studio Lane method will
work, if available.

Lane

Average or Median

The Image Studio Lane method is ideal The background border from local
for subtracting background from many methods could overlap another shape.
close together shapes in a lane.

User-Defined

User-Defined might not accurately
represent background caused by
smearing in the lane.
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Recommended Methods for Analyzing Plates and Grids
Use the following table as a quick reference for which background method to use when
analyzing multiwell plate experiments or micro or macroarray experiments.

Note: The background methods described below are available with specific
software keys (please visit licor.com/AnalysisKeys for information about key
availability).The Changing the Background Method section on page 7 describes
where add-on applications can be found, if they are installed.

Background Correction Options
(available with the Grid Analysis Key)
Method

Best Used
l

l

Plate or Plate Array

l

l

Grid or Grid Array

l

Background Calculation

Use the Plate Analysis background l
methods to analyze experiments that
were performed in standard-sized
multiwell plates and when certain wells
need to be designated as background.
Standard multiwell sizes are preset in
Plate applications, and background l
wells can be easily designated.

Use the Grid Analysis methods to
analyze experiments performed in
microarrays or macroarrays.

l

Wells can be designated as
background, or local background
l
methods can be used to subtract
background caused by nonspecific
binding of secondary antibodies, labels,
or dyes to the membrane or slide used
for the array experiment.
Use grid analysis to create a custom
plate size.

Plate: A well or wells must be
designated as background. The average
pixel intensities from each background
well are averaged together to find the
background subtracted from each
sample well.
Plate Array: Local background
methods can be used to subtract the
average or median background around
each spot, or the Array Background
method can be used to designate spots
in each sub-grid to be used as
background. The average pixel intensity
from each background spot in a subgrid will be averaged to find the
background for that sub-grid.
Grid: Local background methods can
be used to subtract the average or
median background around each spot,
or a user-defined spot or spots can be
set as background spots.
Grid Array: Local background methods
can be used to subtract the average or
median background around each spot,
or the Array Background method can
be used to designate spots in each subgrid to be used as background. The
average pixel intensity from each
background spot in a sub-grid will be
averaged to find the background for that
sub-grid.
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When to Use None
Unless data are going to be exported for analysis using a third-party software, do not
choose None.
Signal will not be calculated if None is chosen, so the Total
for each shape must be used in outside calculations.
To change the quantification value that appears above each
shape from Signal to Total:
1.

Click the small arrow at the bottom right of the Show
group in the Analysis tab.
The Image View Show Options dialog will open
(Figure 4).

2. In the Image View Show Options dialog, change the
Display Shape Quantification Value to Total.
3.

Click OK.

The displayed quantification value will be changed to None
in all images.

Figure 4. The Image View
Show Options Dialog.

III. Standard Background Subtraction Methods
The Average, Median, and User-Defined background methods discussed in this section
are available in all versions of Image Studio Software without additional software keys.

Average and Median Background Methods
The Average and Median background methods will be discussed together, because they
are the same except for using an average versus median.

How the Average and Median Methods Calculate Bkgnd and Signal
Bkgnd: The Average or Median background method computes the average or median
intensity of pixels in a border around a shape and subtracts that background from the
shape.
Signal: The signal for each shape is calculated by finding the Total for a shape and
subtracting the product of the Bkgnd and the Area.
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Using Average and Median Background Methods
The area used to compute background is taken
from a three pixel border around all sides of the
shape by default. However, the border can be
changed to the left and right or above and below
the shape and the width can be adjusted from 1 - 5
pixels (Figure 5). The border may need to be
adjusted to prevent it from overlapping a shape.
To change the border width and location:
1. Ensure the Analysis tab is visible.
2.

In the Background group, click the Set
Background Type list
and select Average
or Median.
The Background dialog will open.

3. Change the desired settings.
4. Click OK.

Figure 5. Diagram of the area around
each band used to calculate
background. The dialog box at center
shows the region used to calculate
background can be changed from All
Sides (default) to Top/Bottom or
Right/Left, and the border width can
be adjusted from 1-5 pixels.

Preventing the Local Background Border from Overlapping Bands
For the most accurate results when using Average or Median background, ensure the
background border is not overlapping a band. If a border is overlapping a band, adjusting
the border width or changing whether the border is above/below the shape or to the
left/right of the shape will fix the problem (Figure 6 and Figure 7 on the next page).
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Figure 6. The thin, faintly-colored border in
this screenshot encloses the region used to
calculate background. This region is
overlapping a neighboring band and needs
to be changed from Top/Bottom to
Left/Right.

Figure 7. The thin, faintly-colored
background border has been set to
Left/Right and is not overlapping any
other bands.

See Using the Profiles Tab To See If a Shape Overlaps Multiple Bands on the facing page
for how to see if a background border is overlapping a shape.

User-Defined Background Method
How the User-Defined Method Calculates Bkgnd and Signal
Bkgnd: The User-Defined background method finds the average pixel intensity within a
shape placed by the user to calculate background.
Signal: The signal is calculated by finding the Total for the shape and subtracting the
product of the average intensity of the pixels in the user-defined background and the Area.

Using the User-Defined Background Method
Multiple shapes can be designated as background by holding down the CTRL key and
clicking each shape individually or clicking and dragging a rectangle around the shapes. If
multiple shapes are selected, they will be averaged together to find the background.
Selected shapes should be designated as background by clicking Assign in the
Background group of the Analysis tab. The Assign button for add-on applications may
also be located in that application's Analysis tab (e.g. the Small Animal Image Analysis
tab).
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IV. Using the Profiles Tab
The Profiles tab displays a graph of Pixel Intensity vs Location for a selected shape or
lane. This graph can be helpful to visually correlate band brightness with pixel intensity
peaks.

Displaying Shape or Lane Profiles in the Profiles Tab
To display the Pixel Intensity vs Location graph for a shape or
lane:
1. Select the shape or lane in the image.
2.

Click the Profiles tab on the right side of the Image
Studio Software window.
The Profiles tab will open to show a graph with Pixel
Intensity on the x-axis and pixel Position on the y-axis
(Figure 8).

Figure 8. Profile of a single
selected shape in the
Profiles tab. Tic marks
labeled A and B represent
the border of the shape.

Using the Profiles Tab To See If a Shape Overlaps Multiple Bands
Only one peak should appear in the shape profile if only one band is enclosed by the
shape (and the shape's background border).
In Figure 9 on the next page, the background border width is set to 2 pixels and only one
band is enclosed by Shape 1, so one peak appears in the Profiles tab. When the
background border for Shape 1 is increased to 5 pixels (see Figure 10), the border can be
seen to overlap another shape and an extra peak begins to appear in the Profiles tab.
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Acceptable: One Profile
Peak

NOT Acceptable: Two
Profile Peaks

Acceptable: One
Profile Peak

The Profiles tab for Shape 1
contains only one peak.

An extra peak is visible above
the main peak for Shape 1,
because the background
border width has been set to 5
instead of 2.

Although two "humps" are
visible at the top of the peak,
only one band is being
represented. The additional
peak probably comes from
an area of lower optical
density near the center of
Shape 2.

Shape 1

Shape 1

Shape 2

Figure 9. The background
border for Shape 1 is set to 2
pixels and does not overlap other
shapes.

Figure 10. The background
border for Shape 1 is set to 5
instead of 2 and now overlaps
another shape.

Figure 11. The border width
for Shape 2 has been set to
5, but no other bands are
being overlapped.

Multiple "humps" may exist at the top of a peak (see Figure 11). Carefully examine the
Profiles tab in conjunction with the background border surrounding the shape to ensure
multiple "humps" are from the same band and not different bands. For Shape 2, a less
dense area inside the band is causing two peaks to appear in the Profiles tab.

Using the Profiles Tab to Inspect a Lane Profile
When a lane from a Western or MPX™ Western analysis is selected, the pixel intensity
profile throughout the lane can be seen in the Profiles tab.
If Image Studio Lane is selected as the background subtraction method in the Define
Type list
, a line representing lane background can be displayed beneath the lane profile
(see Figure 12).
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l

To display the lane background line,
select the Display Lane
Background check box and a light
colored line representing the
background will appear beneath the
original lane profile.

l

To display the lane profile with
background subtracted, select the
Subtract Lane Background check
box and the graph will be redrawn
with lane background subtracted.
The signal has already been
calculated with the background
subtracted, even if Subtract Lane
Background has not been selected.

Figure 12. A lane profile displayed in the Profiles
tab is shown with background displayed and
background subtracted.

V. Background Subtraction In Add-On Analysis Types
Note: Add-on Analysis Applications require a specific software key. These
applications are: Western, MPX™ Western, DNA Gel, Plate, Plate Array,
Grid, Grid Array, In-Cell Western™ Assay, and Small Animal Image. Please
visit licor.com/AnalysisKeys for more information on key availability.

Add-on analysis types include specialized background calculations and sometimes use
previously described methods in slightly different ways. Once an add-on Analysis has
been applied, the background options are found in that application's Analysis tab in the
Background group (see Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Background options for add-on applications are found in that application's Analysis tab
in the Background group. This example shows background options for the Western Analysis
application.

Lane Background Method
The Image Studio Lane background method works by drawing a linear connection
between areas of minimum brightness between shapes in a lane and subtracting the
background noise that falls beneath the lines.
The Lane background procedure outlined below requires more extensive explanation than
the other background methods.

Procedure
1.

Lane Center Found for Analysis
The Image Studio Lane background subtraction procedure analyzes the middle 75% of
a lane to compensate for variable shape width throughout the lane. The program uses
the center lane line to establish the correct area to include in analysis. The lane line is
first centered approximately by the user and then optimally positioned by the software
during band-finding (the software will find the exact middle of the lane, do not worry
about getting the line exactly positioned).

2.

Average Pixel Intensity Computed
Next, a lane profile is created (see Figure 14). The lane profile is the set of average pixel
intensities across every row of pixels in the center 75% of the lane.
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Figure 14. Representation of the lane profile calculation in Image Studio™ Software. See
Using the Profiles Tab to Inspect a Lane Profile on page 18 for how to display a lane profile.

3.

A Background Curve Is Calculated
Background is then established by drawing a linear connection between local minima
in the Intensity vs. Location graph, as long as the slope of the line is below a
threshold value. Limiting the slope prevents the possibility of drawing lines through a
significant portion of a signal peak. Minima that would create a slope that is too steep
are skipped, and the next point that would create a line with a slope below the
threshold value is used.

Note: Image Studio Software will not seek local minima in shapes that have
been added manually. Manually added shapes are skipped, because they have
been designated as important by the user.
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4.

Background Subtracted
The background curve value at the
top and bottom of a shape are
averaged to find the background
value. The background value is
subtracted from the Total of the
shape to find the Signal for the
shape.

Figure 15. An example Lane background
calculation for shape B02 is shown using
fictitious numbers.

Lane Method vs. Rolling Ball from ImageJ
The Image Studio Lane background subtraction method and ImageJ Rolling ball method
use very different algorithms to subtract background from a lane. Rolling ball can also be
used to subtract background from an entire image, although this is discouraged.*
*Gassman, M, B Grenacher, B Rohde, and J Vogel. Electrophoresis 30:1845-55 (2009).

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19517440
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Lane Background (Image Studio Software)
To begin the Image Studio Lane
background subtraction algorithm, the
average pixel intensity of each row of
pixels in a lane is calculated to establish
a "lane profile". The lane profile is used
to find areas of minimum pixel intensity
between shapes, called "local minima".
Figure 16 shows a lane with its
corresponding lane profile.
To subtract background, a linear
connection is drawn between
consecutive local minima and
background noise that falls beneath the
lines is subtracted.

Figure 16. The relationship between a graphical
representation of a lane profile (Pixel Location vs
Pixel Intensity) and the image of the lane from a
Western blot is shown.

The Lane background method takes advantage of the known locations of shapes within
a lane and selectively connects minima in the profile to account for variations in shape
size, shape spacing, and image resolution. Figure 17 shows a lane profile before and after
Lane was used to subtract background.

Figure 17. Graph representing a lane profile before (left) and after (right) the Lane method was
used to subtract background.
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Rolling Ball (ImageJ)
To understand Rolling ball, imagine an
image of a Western blot as a 3dimensional histogram of pixel intensity
(see Figure 18). Shapes, areas of high
pixel intensity, will be peaks on the
histogram.

Figure 18. Pixel Intensity Histogram from a
Western blot. In this schematic, the relationship
between pixel intensity on a Western blot and
peaks on a 3-dimensional surface plot can be
seen.

Rolling ball identifies background in an image by traversing a ball along the bottom surface
of the pixel intensity histogram. The highest point where the ball can fit underneath the
surface is considered the threshold for background subtraction at that point (see Figure
19).

Figure 19. Graphic showing a 3-dimensional representation of Rolling ball background subtraction.
The plot from Figure 18 has been inverted to display a rolling ball traversing a lane on the underside
of the surface.

When Rolling ball is applied to a lane, a background curve is determined by traversing the
ball beneath a lane profile representing the average pixel intensity across each row of
pixels in a lane (see Figure 20).
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Figure 20. When Rolling ball is applied to a lane profile instead of an image, the algorithm can be
represented in two dimensions by a circle traversing the bottom surface of the profile. The highest
point the circle can reach at each point underneath the surface will be considered the threshold for
background subtraction at that point.

Whether Rolling ball is applied to an entire image or a lane, an appropriate radius must be
chosen for accurate results. The correct radius is dependent on many factors: image
resolution, shape width, shape separation, and shape overlap. When choosing a radius, a
quick rule of thumb is to make the radius the same size as the largest feature in the image
or lane that is not part of the background.
However, many factors that affect Rolling ball's accuracy are likely to vary throughout an
image, so applying Rolling ball to an entire image is discouraged. Even within a lane,
shapes that vary widely in size and shapes that overlap can decrease Rolling ball's
accuracy.
When deciding if Rolling ball is appropriate for a particular image, consider the
description of Rolling ball from the ImageJ documentation:
"Removes smooth continuous backgrounds from gels and other images"
- ImageJ User Guide | 29.14 Subtract Background… (acc. 10/28/14)

If the background does not appear smooth and continuous, another approach may be
necessary.
Lane Background and Rolling Ball Compared
The two primary differences between Rolling ball and Image Studio Lane background
are:
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1. Rolling ball requires a user to choose a radius for a ball that will be applied to individual
lanes or to the entire image. Lane does not require user input to accurately subtract
background.
2. Rolling ball can be applied to an entire image or a lane. Lane background is applied only
to a lane.

Note: When Rolling ball is used to subtract background from an entire image, the
image will visibly change. Background subtraction does not change the image's
appearance in Image Studio Software, but background correction is still occurring
(as long as None is not chosen).

Rolling ball can be effective for subtracting background from images that have smooth and
continuous backgrounds. However, it is difficult to accurately subtract background using
Rolling ball for lanes and images that have closely-spaced shapes or shapes with widely
variable sizes.
For example, Figure 21 depicts a common scenario where Rolling ball will overestimate the
background value. Although the chosen ball radius might be appropriate for all the shapes
in a lane, the ball will fit too far inside the double peak created by the two closely spaced
shapes. Therefore, Rolling ball will overestimate the background threshold (represented by
the red line).
By contrast, the Lane background method will trace a background threshold beneath the
double peaks. Lane background does not use the local minimum between shapes B02 and
B03 to create the background trace, because the algorithm avoids creating steep lines that
would cut into a signal peak.

Figure 21. The lane at left is represented as a lane profile shown at right.
Rolling ball will inaccurately calculate background between the two close
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together shapes at the bottom of the lane, because they appear together
as one large peak in the lane profile.

Plate, Grid, and In-Cell Western™ Assay Background Methods
The Plate, Plate Array, Grid, and Grid Array applications are available with the Grid
Analysis Key. The In-Cell Western Application Specific Analysis key is separate, but its
background methods are similar to the Plate and Grid based applications.
The following points are important for Plate, Grid, and In-Cell Western background
methods:
l

Some methods require specific wells to be designated as background. Background
wells should be treated experimentally such that they can be used to determine
background caused by nonspecific binding of secondary antibodies, labels, or dyes.

l

Saturated (bright blue pixels when viewed in grayscale) pixels may appear in a well.
Trim Signal can be used to discard these saturated pixels from calculations.

l

Using black multiwell plates provides the clearest contrast between wells and the
surrounding plate. If clear plates are used, a bright halo will appear around the wells.
Make sure that the shape designating a well does not include this halo.

Note: For plate-based applications, ensure that all shapes designating a well or
spot and regions designating local background are completely inside the well.

In-Cell Western Background Method
The In-Cell Western application requires wells to be designated as background. The
Well Types menu in the ICW Analysis application tab is used to designate background
wells (see Figure 22).
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In-Cell Western™ Background, Relative, and Percent Response
Bkgnd Calculation: The average pixel
intensity of each background well will be
calculated, and the background wells will
be averaged to find the background value
to be subtracted from wells designated
Sample and 100% Standard.
ICW Relative and ICW % Response:
The main outputs of the
In-Cell Western analysis are ICW
Relative and ICW % Response,
respectively the intensity of a plate after
normalization and the percent response to
the control in the 100% Standard after
normalization. Both values are calculated
after the Bkgnd is subtracted from each
well.

Figure 22. Background wells are specified in the
Well Types dialog. As shown here, make sure
that well shapes are completely inside the wells.

Use Trim Mean for ICW Analysis With Saturated Pixels
If saturated pixels appear in a well, Trim Mean can be used to calculate the ICW Relative
and ICW % Response. For an ICW Analysis, the Trim Mean finds the mean of pixels in
a well and discards the highest 5% and lowest 5%.
To use Trim Mean:
1. Ensure the orange In-Cell Western Analysis tab is visible.
2.

Click the dialog launch arrow at the bottom right corner of the Definition group.
The Expanded ICW Definition dialog will open.

3. Change the Source Column of ICW Analysis to be Trim Mean.

Plate Analysis Background Method
The Plate Analysis uses a User-Defined background subtraction method.
A well or wells must be designated as background. Selected wells must be assigned as
background by clicking Assign Wells in the Plate Analysis tab.
Bkgnd. Calculation: The average pixel intensity of each background well will be
calculated, and the background wells will be averaged to find the background value.
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Signal: The signal for each well will be calculated by taking the Total for the well and
subtracting the product of the average background from the background wells and the
Area of the well being quantified.

Grid Analysis Background Methods
The Image Studio™ Software grid applications are Grid and Grid Array.
Both the Grid and Grid Array applications allow spots to be designated as background,
or the local background methods Average or Median can be applied.
See "Plate and Grid Array Background Methods" below for an explanation of Plate Array
and Grid Array background methods.
User-Defined Background for the Grid Application
Any choice of spots can be designated as background with the User-Defined
background method. See User-Defined Background Method on page 16 for general
information.
Bkgnd Calculation: The average pixel intensity of each background spot will be
calculated, and the background spots will be averaged to find the background value.
Signal: The signal for each spot will be calculated by taking the Total for that spot and
subtracting the product of the Bkgnd and the Area.
Average and Median Background for the Grid Application
The Average and Median background methods use space surrounding a spot to
calculate background. See Average and Median Background Methods on page 14 for
general information on these methods.
Bkgnd Calculation: The average or median pixel intensity of a border region
surrounding each spot will be used as the background subtracted from that spot.
Signal: The signal for each spot will be calculated by taking the Total for that spot and
subtracting the product of the Bkgnd and the Area.

Plate and Grid Array Background Methods
The Plate Array and Grid Array applications offer a background method specific to
Array calculations called Array Background. Average, Median, and User-defined
methods can also be used, but the application specific considerations below should be
noted.
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Array Background
The Array background method allows the same spots to be designated as background in
each sub-grid of an array.
Background spots are specified using the Advanced Array Definition dialog that can be
opened by switching the background method to Array or by clicking the small arrow at the
bottom right edge of the Spot Layout group in the Plate Array Analysis tab. The arrow is
in the Array group for the Grid Array application.

The Advanced Array Definition opened by
changing the background method to Array.
Black cells in this dialog designate
background wells in every sub-grid of the
array.

The Advanced Array Definition menu with
additional options can be opened by clicking
the small arrow at the bottom right edge of
either the Spot Layout group for the Plate
Array application or the Array group for the
Grid Array application.
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Bkgnd Calculation: Background spots in each sub-grid are used to determine
background for that sub-grid. The average pixel intensity of each background spot will be
calculated, and the background spots will be averaged to find the background value.
Signal: The signal for each spot in a sub-grid will be calculated by taking the Total for
that spot and subtracting the product of the background from the background spots in
that sub-grid and the Area of the spot being quantified.
User-Defined Background for Plate and Grid Array Applications
Any choice of spots can be designated as background with the User-defined
background method.
Bkgnd Calculation: The average pixel intensity of each background spot will be
calculated, and the background spots will be averaged to find the background value.
Signal: The signal for each spot will be calculated by taking the Total for that spot and
subtracting the product of the Bkgnd and the Area.
Average and Median Background for the Plate and Grid Array Applications
The Average and Median background methods use space surrounding a feature as
background.
Bkgnd: The average of median pixel intensity of a border region surrounding each spot
will be used as the background subtracted from that spot.
Signal: The signal for each spot will be calculated by taking the Total for that spot and
subtracting the product of the Bkgnd and the Area.

Note: When using the Average or Median background methods, do not allow
the border region designated as background to overlap a feature being quantified
or autofluorescence from a plate.
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These shapes are correctly placed
within the spot.

These shapes are placed incorrectly with some of the
background within the shape.

VI. Small Animal and Organ Imaging
The Small Animal Image Add-On analysis application will be covered in this section.
Small animal and organ images can both be processed using Small Animal Image.

Small Animal Image Background
The Small Animal Image application requires a user-defined background shape to be
placed and assigned prior to defining the region to be quantified.

Assigning a Background Shape
To assign a background shape, first draw a
shape using the tools in the Analysis tab.
Assign the shape as background by clicking
Assign in the Background group in the
Small Animal Image Analysis tab.
Alternatively, right click on a selected shape
and click Assign.

Figure 23. Screenshot showing a selected
shape and the Assign Shape option in the
Background group.
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Defining the Region to be Quantified
The region to be quantified is designated
by choosing Define New in the Small
Animal Image Analysis tab and clicking
anywhere inside the region of interest. A
boundary is automatically drawn around
the region of interest based on a threshold
calculated from the Bkgnd and the
Standard Deviation Multiplier.
Threshold Value = User-DefinedBkgnd +
(Bkgnd x Standard Deviation
Multiplier)
After the boundary has been drawn and
while it is still selected (the boundary line
will be dotted), the Standard Deviation
Multiplier and the Search Limit can be
adjusted to re-size the region of interest.

Figure 24. Screenshot showing the Define
New button and the cross hair cursor for
selecting the region of interest.

Both the Standard Deviation Multiplier and Search Limit options are found in the
Small Animal Image Analysis tab in the Auto Shape group.
l

St. Dev. Multiplier: The Standard Deviation Multiplier adjusts the threshold for
drawing the Auto Shape around a region of interest.

l

Search Limit: The Search Limit adjusts the size of the image area searched to find a
region of interest.

Background and Signal Calculation
Bkgnd Calculation: The background is the average pixel intensity in the user-defined
background shape.
Signal: The signal for the shape placed by the Define New feature will be calculated by
taking the Total for the shape and subtracting the product of the background and the
Area.

Best Practice for Where to Place the Background Shape
l

The background shape should be placed on a shaved part of the animal, ideally in the
same location but on the contralateral side of the feature to be quantified.

l

If the background shape cannot be placed on the animal's contralateral side, place it
close to the feature to be quantified.
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l

Some organs may retain probe after 24 hours, be careful not to place the background
shape on these bright areas.

l

If the region drawn by the Define New feature encompasses too much area, the
background shape can be moved so it incorporates a small region of bright space
surrounding a feature to be quantified. This will raise the average background value and
decrease the area of the region after the region is redrawn using the Define New
feature. However, only try moving the background shape this close to the feature of
interest if adjusting the Std. Dev. Multiplier and Search Limit does not produce the
desired boundary.

Organ Image Background Subtraction
Images of organs can also be quantified using the Small Animal Image application. The
user-defined background shape should be placed in the dark background region between
organs in the image.
The background shape can be moved close to the region of interest to raise the average
background value and decrease the region drawn by the Define New feature. See Best
Practice for Where to Place the Background Shape on the previous page for tips on where
to place the background shape.
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